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Background and Purpose—Emergency medical dispatchers play an important role in optimizing stroke care if they are able to accurately identify calls regarding acute cerebrovascular disease. This study was undertaken to assess the diagnostic accuracy of the current national protocol guiding dispatcher questioning of 911 callers to identify stroke (QA Guide version 11.1 of the National Academy Medical Priority Dispatch System).

Methods—We identified all Los Angeles Fire Department paramedic transports of patients to University of California Los Angeles Medical Center during the 12-month period from January to December 2005 in a prospectively maintained database. Dispatcher-assigned Medical Priority Dispatch System codes for each of these patient transports were abstracted from the paramedic run sheets and compared to final hospital discharge diagnosis.

Results—Among 3474 transported patients, 96 (2.8%) had a final diagnosis of stroke or transient ischemic attack. Dispatchers assigned a code of potential stroke to 44.8% of patients with a final discharge diagnosis of stroke or TIA. Dispatcher identification of stroke showed a sensitivity of 0.41, specificity of 0.96, positive predictive value of 0.45, and negative predictive value of 0.95.

Conclusions—Dispatcher recognition of stroke calls using the widely employed Medical Priority Dispatch System algorithm is suboptimal, with failure to identify more than half of stroke patients as likely stroke. Revisions to the current national dispatcher structured interview and symptom identification algorithm for stroke may facilitate more accurate recognition of stroke by emergency medical dispatchers. (Stroke. 2009;40:2027-2030.)
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Emergency medical dispatchers play an important role in optimizing acute stroke care and facilitating rapid transport by initiating pre-arrival instructions to callers and dispatching emergency resources at the appropriate high level of priority. Studies in the United States in the 1990s, however, demonstrated dispatchers were only able to correctly identify approximately one-third to one-half of patients with stroke or TIA eventually diagnosed.1,2 A more recent study of emergency medical service calls in Germany similarly found that dispatchers recognized stroke in only 51% of stroke patients.3

In response to the availability of thrombolytic stroke therapy, a new algorithm for dispatcher use in interrogating 911 callers to identify stroke was implemented nationally in 2000. The Quality Assurance (QA) Guide version 11.1 of the Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS, Priority Dispatch Corporation) is the most widely used dispatcher guide in the United States. This version of the MPDS consists of interview protocols to identify 33 conditions, with stroke constituting condition 28 (Table 1). When a stroke is identified, the QA Guide instructs dispatchers that “Some strokes can now be effectively treated, but the time for successful therapy is quite short. Lights-and-sirens are not recommended; however, there should be a sense of urgency. Stroke must receive an immediate response that is not subject to delay.”

The separate interview protocol for stroke and high prioritization of stroke in the QA Guide version 11 represent progress over previous instruction manuals for dispatchers, which sometimes failed to recognize stroke as a separate entity or as an emergency requiring high-priority response. However, the stroke interview algorithm used has not been prospectively evaluated.

The goal of this study was to examine the ability of emergency medical dispatchers using MPDS algorithms to recognize stroke in a cohort of all consecutively transported patients in an urban emergency medical service region.

Subjects and Methods
All patients transported by Los Angeles Fire Department ambulances to the University of California Los Angeles Medical Center Emer-
Table 1. Stroke Interview Algorithm in QA Guide Version 11.1 of the Medical Priority Dispatch System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Is she/he completely awake (alert)?</td>
<td>Movement problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Is she/he breathing normally?</td>
<td>Numbness or tingling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Is she/he able to talk normally?</td>
<td>Speech problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Tell me why you think it is a stroke?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) When did this start (happen)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Has she/he ever had a stroke before?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When a question of stroke is raised, dispatchers are instructed to ask the caller the following key questions in the following sequence:

1) Is she/he completely awake (alert)?
2) Is she/he breathing normally?
3) Is she/he able to talk normally?
4) Tell me why you think it is a stroke?
   Movement problems
   Speech problems
   Numbness or tingling
5) When did this start (happen)?
6) Has she/he ever had a stroke before?

Table 2. Test Parameters and 95% CI for Dispatcher-Assigned MPDS Stroke Codes Validated Against Final Discharge Diagnosis of Stroke or TIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimated Value</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test accuracy</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR+</td>
<td>10.25</td>
<td>6.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR−</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LR indicates likelihood ratio; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.

Results

During the 12-month study period, 3474 patients were transported by Los Angeles Fire Department ambulances to University of California Los Angeles Medical Center. Among these, 1283 (36.9%) involved patients with chief symptoms potentially referable to the nervous system and potentially related to acute cerebrovascular disease; 96 patients had a final diagnosis of stroke or TIA (2.8% of total transports). Of the patients identified with neurological chief symptoms, 871 (67.9%) had retrievable dispatcher-assigned MPDS codes. In the remainder, MPDS codes were not recorded or illegible on the paramedic run sheets and could not be retrieved from the Los Angeles Fire Department mainframe because of missing or invalid incident numbers.

Among the 871 patients, there were 58 patients with a MPDS dispatch code of stroke, of whom 26 (44.8%) had a final diagnosis of acute cerebrovascular disease (true-positives) and 32 (55.2%) had a nonstroke diagnosis (false-positives). The leading final discharge diagnoses for the 32 false-positive patients were: cardiac/respiratory related (19%), vertigo/syncope/altered level of consciousness (22%), hypotension/hypovolemia (13%), malignancy (9%), and infection (9%).

Eight-hundred thirteen patients had nonstroke MPDS codes and within this group there were 38 (4.7%) with stroke discharge diagnoses (false-negatives) and 775 (95.3%) with nonstroke discharge diagnoses (true-negatives). For the group of 38 stroke patients not correctly identified by dispatchers, the most commonly (>5% frequency) assigned nonstroke MPDS codes were not alert (29.6%), unconscious (16.1%), and cardiac (10.7%). Test performance characteristics for the MPDS dispatch codes for stroke are shown in Table 2. Although specificity was high, sensitivity and positive predictive value were modest.

The mean (±SD) age for stroke patients correctly and incorrectly identified by dispatchers did not differ (correct 75.5±19.7 vs incorrectly 71.9±21.4). With regard to gender, 71.3% of male stroke patients were misidentified compared to...
56.2% of female stroke patients; however, this difference failed to achieve significance \((P=0.187)\).

**Discussion**

In this study, the current national algorithm for emergency medical dispatchers diagnosis of stroke demonstrated only modest sensitivity and positive predictive value. Over the 12-month study period, emergency medical service dispatchers correctly recognized 45% of patients with a final discharge diagnosis of stroke or TIA as having acute cerebrovascular disease. Conversely, more than half of the patients assigned a stroke code by emergency medical dispatchers were nonstroke patients. Our findings confirm and expand those of a study of MPDS dispatch algorithm in the city of San Diego published after the initial submission of this manuscript. Both studies found that the MPDS exhibited only modest positive predictive value, 45% in Los Angeles and 42.5% in San Diego, indicating that the majority of patients identified as having stroke by dispatchers using the MPDS do not actually have stroke. As we identified stroke final diagnoses in all transports, not just those with dispatcher diagnosis of stroke, we were able to delineate specificity and negative predictive value and more accurately delineate sensitivity than in the San Diego investigation. We found that high rates of specificity and negative predictive value, but only modest sensitivity performance. More than half of patients who had a final diagnosis of stroke were not recognized as having stroke by dispatchers.

A content analysis of the MPDS stroke recognition algorithm suggests inadequate emphasis on motor stroke symptoms as a likely cause of suboptimal performance. Dispatchers are instructed to ask directly only about symptoms of talking abnormally and decreased level of consciousness. These symptoms and signs are present in only \(\approx 50\%\) to 65% of strokes. Motor weakness, especially asymmetrical, is the most discriminating sign of stroke in the prehospital setting. Motor symptoms are present in 80% to 90% of all stroke patients, and an even greater proportion of patients for whom the 911 call system is activated. However, inquiry regarding motor symptoms only occurs in the QA Guide version 11 protocol if the caller first states the patient is having a stroke.

In a study by Italian investigators of dispatcher phone encounters with 177 consecutive potential stroke patients, among 8 questions evaluated, only 3 were found to be statistically associated with stroke: mouth asymmetry, arm weakness, and leg weakness. Demonstrating poor sensitivity and specificity for stroke were queries regarding level of consciousness, comprehension, speech output, headache, and vertigo. However, level of consciousness and speech abnormality are emphasized in the current MPDS algorithm, despite their lack of sensitivity and specificity for stroke. The misidentification of multiple stroke-mimicking conditions as representing stroke that we documented, including multiple cardiovascular and respiratory conditions, is to be expected given the many other conditions that disturb language output and alertness and the large number of true strokes that leave speech output and alertness undisturbed.

Contributing to poor dispatcher recognition of stroke is the lack of public awareness of stroke symptoms. In a population-based survey conducted in 1995, a majority of elderly individuals failed to list at least 1 stroke warning sign. In studies of emergency medical service calls related to stroke, “stroke” was identified as the problem by the caller less than half of the time (range, 19.8%–44%). and even when patients use the word “stroke” they are frequently assigned nonstroke codes.

This study has some limitations, many inherent to research conducted using prehospital forms and administrative databases. Data from 32% of the paramedic run sheets had MPDS codes that were either illegible or not recorded, a rate typical in prehospital studies. We could not identify any systematic difference between cases in which a transport form was retrievable and interpretable and cases in which forms were not available; however, it not possible to fully exclude a selection bias. Because of the unavailable forms, the specificity and negative predictive values derived in this study were arrived at by combining direct measures with the assumption of no difference between available and unavailable form cases. However, for low-frequency conditions, test utility is better indicated by positive predictive value and sensitivity than by negative predictive value and specificity. Sensitivity and positive predictive value were directly measured in this study.

**Conclusion**

This study shows that the current national algorithm for emergency medical service dispatcher recognition of stroke is suboptimal, with emergency medical dispatchers failing to recognize stroke in more than half of true stroke 911 calls. Revision of the algorithm to emphasize asymmetrical motor deficits and de-emphasize altered level of consciousness likely would improve dispatcher performance without increasing interview duration and merits prospective study. Furthermore, the results emphasize that paramedics and emergency medical technicians, as the next stage of contact in the chain of prehospital care, must perform well in identifying stroke because dispatch codes will often be incorrect. Accurate identification of acute stroke patients in the field permits pre-arrival notification of the receiving hospital, clearing of the CT or MR scanner for rapid imaging, earlier assessment by stroke team physicians, more frequent recanalization therapy treatment, and direct routing of appropriate patients to designated stroke centers.

Additionally, efforts to educate the public on the symptoms of stroke should continue because this may enhance the ability of callers to communicate relevant information and assist dispatchers in identifying stroke. Finally, public education regarding the appropriate use of 911 for stroke should continue as the emergency medical services system remains the timeliest means of accessing acute stroke care.
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